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NEW WAVE

LIGHTING THAT 
STANDS OUT

The New Wave Optic lamp series is a bright example 
of how our design can create a room in itself. The 
series consist of a wall lamp and two pendant 
variations which both recognizes the Scandinavian 
style in its pure simplicity - but when the light is on, it 
is all but simple. The handblown wavy glass has an 
amazing effect as it creates an illuminating experience 
as it makes the light become alive. Especially the New 
Wave Optic Wall lamp works wonders on any surface 
and will leave you starstruck - if you want to intensify 
the lamp’s light beams you can add the clear glass 
Eyeball to the lamp.



NEW WAVE

New Wave Optic Wall
Clear // Smoke // Rose 

// Amber // Opal
D: 15 x Ø26 cm

New Wave Optic Pendant
Clear // Smoke // Rose

H: 21 x Ø26 cm

New Wave Stripe Pendant
Clear // Smoke
H: 28 x Ø21 cm

Add-on: Eyeball // Eyenball XL
Gold // Black

H: 11 x Ø12 cm // H: 15 x Ø16 cm

Collection Over view

New Wave Optic Wall
Clear // Smoke // Rose 

// Amber // Opal
D: 18 x Ø38 cm



NEW WAVE

PRODUCT FACTS

Description
New Wave is a series of lamps made in different 
variations of glass. The designs are expressive and 
decorative with different variations and sizes to fit 
both smaller and larger environments

Designer / Year Of Design
Design by Us / 2016

Material
Mouth blown and hand painted glass, coated 
aluminium and textile cord.

Construction
The lampshades are made from mounth blown and 
hand painted glass shade. The pendants has a metal 
cap to cover the socket and the shade is mounted 
with a socket ring. The wall lamps has a base in metal 
and the shade is mounted with a soclet ring. The 
Eyeball can be purchased as an add-on to alter the 
look of the lamp.

Maintenance
Be carefull not to scratch the paint on the inside of 
the glass when cleaning the glass. Use a soft cloth 
with warm water and a mild detergent if necessary - 
wipe with a clean soft lintfree cloth. NO DISHWASHER!

Classification
Class II

Ip rating
IP20



NEW WAVE

Voltage
220 - 240V

Frequency
50/60Hz

Socket
E27

Canopy / Base
Smoke and clear lamps: Black coated canopy/base
Opal lamps: White coated base
Rose and amber lamps: Gold coated canopy/base

Max load
40W

Cord
Pendants: 2.5m black textile cord
Wall lamps: 2m black textile cord with switch

Light source recommended
Pendants:
Art No.: 50003 - Arbitrary Bulb - Ø60 - 3,5W

Wall Lamp - black/white base:
Art No.: 50005 - Arbitrary Bulb - Ø60 - Crown | Silver

Wall Lamp - gold base:
Art No.: 50012 - Arbitrary Bulb - Ø60 - Crown | Gold

Wall Lamp XL - black/white base:
Art No.: 50016 - Globe Bulb - Ø80 - Crown | Silver

Wall Lamp XL - gold base:
Art No.: 50015 - Globe Bulb - Ø80 - Crown | Gold
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